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**ADVENTURE**

**ADV ‣ Arctic drift**
Cussler, Clive       LP-4497
When a series of unexplained deaths and international hostilities occurs in the wake of a breakthrough discovery to reverse global warming, NUMA director Dirk Pitt and his children investigate a mysterious silvery mineral with links to a fabled northwest passage expedition.

**ADV ‣ Mirage**
Cussler, Clive       LP-4410
When rumors of a formidable weapon soon to be auctioned are linked to the disappearance of a U.S. destroyer in 1943 and a great inventor who died the same year, Juan Cabrillo and his Oregon colleagues question official sources that have denied the destroyer's existence only to realize they may be too late to prevent a disaster.

**ADV ‣ Plague ship**
Cussler, Clive       LP-4481
Captain Juan Cabrillo and the crew of his intelligence-gathering ship-for-hire encounter an adrift cruise ship filled with hundreds of dead passengers that eventually leads to a discovery of a cult's devastating plot for the human race.

**BIO ‣ Johnny Carson**
Bushkin, Henry       LP-4460
From 1962 until 1992, Johnny Carson hosted The Tonight Show and permeated the American consciousness, becoming both the country's highest-pain entertainer and its most enigmatic. He was notoriously inscrutable, as mercurial off-camera as he was charming and hilarious onstage. This engaging, tautly rendered and remarkably nuanced portrait reveals not only how Johnny Carson truly was, but why.

**BIO ‣ Still foolin' 'em**
Crystal, Billy        LP-4455
Billy Crystal is turning 65, and he's not happy about it. With his trademark wit and heart, he outlines the absurdities and challenges that come with growing old, from insomnia to memory loss to leaving dinners with half your meal on your shirt.
BIO American titan
Eliot, Marc LP-4429
From the New York Times best-selling biographer of Jimmy Stewart and Clint Eastwood comes a major, in-depth look at one of the most enduring American film icons of all time.

BIO Let's just say it wasn't pretty
Keaton, Diane LP-4508
The Academy Award-winning film star describes the ups and downs of living in a beauty-obsessed world, recounting stories about a makeup artist's embarrassing advice, her trip to Victoria's Secret with her teen daughter and more.

BIO The wild truth
McCandless, Carine LP-4432
The beloved sister of Chris McCandless shares illuminating insights into their shared family life and the experiences that drove her brother to live a life in the wild in Alaska.

GENERAL FICTION

FIC Chestnut Street
Binchy, Maeve LP-4443
A story written in stages throughout the best-selling author's career traces the experiences of diverse characters who revolve around Chestnut Street.

FIC Downfall
Blackstock, Terri LP-4486
Despite Emily Covington's sobriety, she can't escape her past. Her years of active drug addiction have made her the scapegoat for everything, including a murder. Now she has to identify the real killer to clear her name and protect her family.

FIC Predator
Blackstock, Terri LP-4487
When 14 year old Ella Carmichael is killed by a cyberstalker, her sister Krista vows to protect others from falling into the same trap while she hunts down the online predator.

FIC Twisted innocence
Blackstock, Terri LP-4485
Holly Cramer's past choices have finally caught up to her, but she never expected them to endanger her baby. Though Holly's stumbled through most of her adult life as a party girl, she longs to live a more stable life for her daughter. Then police show up to question her about the whereabouts of Creed Kershaw, Lily's father.

FIC The decision
Brunstetter, Wanda E. LP-4483
Moving from Pennsylvania, finding rewarding work, and leaving heartbreak behind is the best decision Jonah ever made. But is he ready to consider love again when he meets
Elaine Schrock? Will his scarred heart mend when she chooses family loyalty over love?

**FIC 🌹 The healing**
Brunstetter, Wanda E. LP-4456
Can a man burdened by memories of yesterday find hope in the land of tomorrow? Will peace-loving Samuel and Esther fight for their new found love? How will God manage to untangle these star-crossed lovers before any damage is done?

**FIC 🌹 The journey**
Brunstetter, Wanda E. LP-4457
When Titus Fisher moves to Kentucky, escaping the girl who broke his heart, he finds his calling in woodworking, and a new friendship with secret artist, Suzanne Yoder.

**FIC 🌹 Confessions of a wild child**
Collins, Jackie LP-4418
Features headstrong teenaged Lucky, who after the murder of her mother escapes her notorious father's protective stranglehold to pursue a life of sex, drugs and rock-and-roll.

**FIC 🌹 Let me be frank with you**
Ford, Richard LP-4435
Four richly detailed narratives set in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy trace the reinvention of much-discussed character Frank Bascome, who attempts to reconcile, interpret and console a world in chaos.

**FIC 🌹 Where we belong**
Giffin, Emily LP-4494
Her carefully constructed life thrown into turmoil by the appearance of an eighteen-year-old girl with ties to her past, New York television producer Marian Caldwell is swept up in a maelstrom of personal discovery that changes both of their perceptions about family.

**FIC 🌹 Unspoken**
Henderson, Dee LP-4502
Charlotte Graham's never spoken about the kidnapping. Sixteen years later, she's the only one who knows the truth. But, even now, can she risk sharing it?

**FIC 🌹 The buried giant**
Ishiguro, Kazuo LP-4446
A tale of lost memories, follows the experiences of a couple who journeys across a troubled land of mist and rain in the hope of finding a son they have not seen in years.
**FIC ▶ Someday**  
Kingsbury, Karen LP-4472  
John Baxter takes the next step in his growing relationship with Elaine, giving him a season to contemplate selling the Baxter house and, along with it, losing a lifetime of memories made there. As the rest of the family considers the future and what may lie ahead, they must pull together like never before.

**FIC ▶ Summer**  
Kingsbury, Karen LP-4471  
Dayne Matthews finds the perfect solution to his on-camera love scenes, his wife, Katy, will star in his next film, but in an effort to appease the press, the couple agrees to a twelve-episode reality show, which creates trouble for the newlyweds.

**FIC ▶ Sunrise**  
Kingsbury, Karen LP-4470  
As their wedding day nears, Dayne Matthews and Katy Hart are determined to keep their ceremony a secret from the paparazzi, while a terrible tragedy strikes the Flanigan family as Cody fights for his life after an alcohol overdose.

**FIC ▶ Sunset**  
Kingsbury, Karen LP-4473  
As John Baxter makes plans to marry Elaine, one of the Baxters enters into the most trying season of all.

**FIC ▶ Last one home**  
Macomber, Debbie LP-4448  
Traces the reunion of three disparate sisters, one responsible, one rebellious and one free-spirited, who reveal imperfections in their respective lives while mourning their mother's death.

**FIC ▶ Angel's rest**  
March, Emily LP-4461  
Architect Gabriel Callahan, who has lost everything that mattered, moves to the isolated town of Eternity Springs, Colorado, where he hopes to be cut off from the world; but instead he meets Nic Sullivan, veterinarian, who has an uncanny plan to lure this architect back to the world of the living.

**FIC ▶ Heartache Falls**  
March, Emily LP-4464  
Married for more than twenty years, and with her children out of the nest, Ali Timberlake has come to Eternity Springs alone. She's looking for answers to heartbreaking questions and searching for something that's missing deep within herself.
**FIC ▲ Nightingale way**  
March, Emily ▲ LP-4463  
When a story puts her life in danger, reporter Catherine Blackburn is unexpectedly reunited with her ex-husband, Jack Davenport, who takes her to his home above Eternity Springs where they get a second chance at love.

**FIC ▲ Reflection point.**  
March, Emily ▲ LP-4465  
Savannah Moore arrives in Eternity Springs alone, determined to put her troubled past behind her. Her handcrafted-soap shop fits right in with the magic of this warm and welcoming community—but the sexy, suspicious local sheriff promises to upset her hard-won happiness. Zach Turner knows this woman means trouble: Maybe to his town. Possibly to his friends. Definitely to his heart.

**FIC ▲ What Alice forgot**  
Moriarty, Liane ▲ LP-4489  
Suffering an accident that causes her to forget the last ten years of her life, Alice is astonished to discover that she is thirty-nine years old, a mother of three children, and in the midst of an acrimonious divorce from a man she dearly loves.

**FIC ▲ A steadfast heart**  
Peterson, Tracie ▲ LP-4422  
Refusing to consider an arranged marriage to her wealthy father's older business partner, Lenore unexpectedly falls for Chicago lawyer Kolbein, who has arrived in Seattle to prevent his sister from becoming a mail-order bride.

**FIC ▲ The bookseller**  
Swanson, Cynthia ▲ LP-4444  
A provocative and hauntingly powerful debut novel that will keep you turning pages into the early hours, this book follows a woman in the 1960s who wrestles to reconcile her daily life as a single bookstore owner with the alternate reality she suddenly begins to dream about each night, in which she is a happily-married wife and mother.

**FIC ▲ The prayer box**  
Wingate, Lisa ▲ LP-4503  
When Hatteras Island old-timer Lola Anne Poole passes away at ninety-one, the struggling young mother in her rental cottage finds herself charged with cleaning out Lola's rambling Victorian house. Running from a messy, dangerous past, Tandi Jo Reese never expects to find more than a temporary hiding place within Lola's walls. But all that changes when she discovers eighty-one carefully decorated prayer boxes.
**FIC 🪐 A love undone**
Woodsmall, Cindy   LP-4440
Choosing a life of spinsterhood and duty to keep her siblings together for 15 years after her parents' sudden deaths, Amish woman Jolene falls in love with a man she is forbidden to marry while the wife who abandoned him is still alive.

**FIC 🪐 Seasons of tomorrow**
Woodsmall, Cindy   LP-4500
Rhoda Byler feels a newfound confidence living in the Old Order Amish settlement she helped establish in Orchard Bend, Maine. She is happy to be working alongside the King family and the love of her life as they tend and nurture the settlement's orchard. When Leah King's involvement with 'Englischer' Landon Olson becomes known outside of the Maine community, her disregard of the Ordnung could threaten all the Orchard Bend Amish are building. In the midst of the discord, a tragedy challenges the young settlement as never before.

**HIF 🪐 The empty throne**
Cornwell, Bernard   LP-4424
Supporting the widow of the dying ruler of 10th-century Mercia in her unconventional fight for leadership, wounded soldier Uhtred searches for his lost sword to regain his strength.

**HIF 🪐 The traitor's wife**
Pataki, Allison   LP-4504
Socialite Peggy Shippen is half Benedict Arnold's age when she seduces the war hero during his stint as military commander of Philadelphia. Blinded by his young bride's beauty and wit, Arnold does not realize that she harbors a secret: loyalty to the British. Nor does he know that she hides a past romance with the handsome British spy John Andre. Peggy watches as her husband, crippled from battle wounds and in debt from years of service to the colonies, grows ever more disillusioned with his hero, Washington, and the American cause. Together with her former love and her disaffected husband, Peggy hatches the plot to deliver West Point to the British and, in exchange, win fame and fortune for herself and Arnold.

**Historical Fiction**

**HIF 🪐 Mrs. Lincoln's rival**
Chiaverini, Jennifer   LP-4431
A follow-up to "Mrs. Lincoln's Dressmaker" (LP-4214) traces the rivalry between the daughter of an antebellum presidential cabinet member and the 16th President's wife, the former of who becomes the bride of governor William Sprague and one of the most highly regarded women of her day.
After the war is over
Robson, Jennifer LP-4428
After four years as a military nurse during the Great War, Charlotte Brown's life is radically changed when she receives two letters, one from a radical young newspaper editor, offering her a chance to speak out for those who cannot, and the other pulls her back to her past, and to a man she has tried, and failed, to forget.

A harvest of hope
Snelling, Lauraine LP-4447
Torn between her heart and her family's needs, will nurse-in-training Miriam Hastings choose to remain in Blessing, North Dakota, or return home?

The homesman
Swarthout, Glendon Fred LP-4411
On the 1850s frontier, some brave women's hearts and minds were broken by bitter hardship. A "homes man" must escort a handful of them back East to a sanitarium, and the job falls to the indomitable and resourceful Mary Bee Cuddy. She knows she cannot succeed alone, but the only companion Mary Bee can find is low-life claim jumper George Briggs. Thus begins a trek against the tide of colonization, hardship, Indian attacks, ice storms, and loneliness.

Dead wake
Larson, Erik LP-4445
A 100th-anniversary chronicle of the sinking of the Lusitania that discusses the factors that led to the tragedy and the contributions of such figures as President Wilson, book-seller Charles Lauriat and architect Theodate Pope Riddle.

Village of secrets
Moorehead, Caroline LP-4430
A full-length account of the story of a French village that helped save thousands of World War II Gestapo targets draws on newly opened archives and first-person interviews to trace their life-risking acts of courage.

Doctor Sleep
King, Stephen LP-4492
The now middle-aged Dan Torrance (the boy protagonist of The Shining) must save a very special twelve-year-old girl from a tribe of murderous paranormals. On highways across America, a tribe of people called The True Knot travel in search of sustenance. They look harmless; mostly old, lots of polyester, and married to their RVs.
**INSPIRATIONAL/MOTIVATIONAL**

**MOT 🏆 Kisses from Katie**  
Davis, Katie  
LP-4495  
Katie Davis traveled to Uganda for a short mission trip over the Christmas break of her senior year in high school. She found herself so moved by the Ugandan people and their needs that she knew it was her calling to return to care for them. She is now in the process of adopting thirteen children there, and has established the ministry, Amazima, that cares for hundreds more. Here, she shares her story.

**MYS 🏆 Eggs in purgatory**  
Childs, Laura  
LP-4466  
Suzanne, Toni, and Petra lose their husbands but find independence when they open the Cackleberry Club. Then their cozy café becomes the scene of a crime when a lawyer dies with a secret on his lips and egg on his face. What this all has to do with a religious cult and Suzanne's past could put her own life on the line.

**MYSTERY**

**MYS 🏆 Truth stained lies**  
Blackstock, Terri  
LP-4484  
Can three sisters, a blogger, a cab driver, and a stay-at-home mom, with only a little courage and no experience, moonlight as private investigators to save their brother from a murder rap?

**MYS 🏆 Eggs benedict Arnold**  
Childs, Laura  
LP-4467  
The owners of the Cackleberry Club café, Suzanne, Toni, and Petra, investigate when Suzanne makes a die delivery to funeral director Ozzie Driesden and discovers his dead body lying on his embalming table.

**MYS 🏆 Gossamer ghost**  
Childs, Laura  
LP-4493  
Halloween in New Orleans means a week of costumed craziness, and after preparing her scrapbooking class schedule Carmela Bertrand is in the mood to kick up her heels. When some strange noises draw her into Oddities, the neighboring antiques shop, a bloody body falls out of a curio cabinet and into her arms.

**MYS 🏆 Scorched eggs**  
Childs, Laura  
LP-4442  
When a friend at County Services dies in an arson fire, Suzanne, Petra and Toni investigate a varied list of suspects before discovering links to a nearby casino and a dangerous secret.
MYS 🏍️ Stake & eggs
Childs, Laura ★ LP-4468
When a snowmobile crashes into the woods behind the Cackleberry Café’s, Suzanne, part-owner of the café, finds her town's most-hated banker beheaded by a wire stake in the snow; now Suzanne must keep her head long enough to track down the cold-blooded killer.

MYS 🏍️ Golden malicious
Connolly, Sheila ★ LP-4412
While orchard owner Meg Corey dreads the labor of manual irrigation to stave off a drought, her boyfriend, Seth, couldn't be more excited about doing historic renovation on one of Granford's oldest houses. Tagging along as he picks up supplies is supposed to give Meg a much-needed break, but the trip turns rotten when she almost trips over a dead body at an old saw mill's forest reserve.

MYS 🏍️ W is for wasted
Grafton, Sue ★ LP-4413
Kinsey investigates two seemingly unrelated deaths, the first of a local, shady PI, the second John Doe on the beach.

MYS 🏍️ Freezer I'll shoot
Hamilton, Victoria. ★ LP-4419
Trying to escape her overbearing mother, vintage kitchenware enthusiast and soon-to-be columnist Jaymie Leighton retreats to her family's cottage on Heartbreak Island. While there she hopes to write an article about the Ice House restaurant. One night, while working on her article, Jaymie overhears an argument and, ever the sleuth, sets out to explore. But when she stumbles upon a dead body her blood runs cold.

MYS 🏍️ The cat, the Devil, the last escape
Murphy, Shirley Rousseau ★ LP-4434
Devastated by her father's imprisonment, young Sammie turns for comfort to ghost cat Misto; while behind bars, her father and a veteran con man plan a wily escape to bring the Satanic puppet who set him up to justice.

MYS 🏍️ Accused
Scottdoline, Lisa ★ LP-4417
When thirteen-year-old Allegra walks into Rosato and Associates alone seeking representation to free a man she believes was wrongly convicted of her sister's murder, Mary DiNunzio is compelled to help. With Allegra's parents against her decision to investigate, Mary thinks she's finally taken on more than she can handle. But she can't shake the feeling that Allegra just might be right, and a killer is still on the loose.
MYS 🏵 A fine summer's day
Todd, Charles  LP-4451
The nuptial hopes of Inspector Rutledge are overshadowed by a series of seemingly unrelated murders throughout 1914 England and the assassination of an archduke that precedes a world-changing declaration of war.

MYS 🏵 Standup guy
Woods, Stuart  LP-4414
Stone Barrington's newest client doesn't seem the type to bring mayhem in his wake. The polite, well-deported gentleman comes to Stone for legal expertise on an unusual, and lucrative dilemma. Stone points him in the right direction and sends him on his way. But several people are keenly interested in how this man's activities may relate to a long-ago crime and some of them will stop at nothing to find the information they desire.

ROM 🏵 The ideal man
Garwood, Julie  LP-4459
Dr. Ellie Sullivan is the primary witness in the shooting of an FBI agent in pursuit of wanted criminals, a couple identified as the Landrys. The Landrys have been captured, and she'll be called to testify. But they've been captured before, and each time the witnesses are scared into silence--or disappear before they can take the stand.

ROM 🏵 Prey
Howard, Linda  LP-4452
Montana wilderness guide Angie Powell wants nothing to do with ex-soldier Dare Callahan, especially as she blames him for her failing business. But she has to put her feelings to one side when they are suddenly thrust together to stop an animal with a thirst for blood--of a human variety.

ROM 🏵 River road
Krentz, Jayne Ann  LP-4450
Returning 13 years after an embarrassing incident from her teens to the hometown of her beloved late aunt, forensic genealogist Lucy Sheridan makes shocking discoveries about her aunt's death, the disappearance of a cold-blooded local and an attractive former cop.
After tragedy strikes his team, college basketball coach Lucca Romano arrives in the haven of Eternity Springs to reassess his life. Even a winning record and big offers can't dent his wall of guilt. But schoolteacher Hope Montgomery believes in miracles, since giving up would mean crumbling under the greatest loss a parent can endure.

Sir Richard Kenworthy has married Iris Smythe-Smith for a secret reason, he wants to pretend that she is pregnant so his 17-year-old unmarried, pregnant sister does not become a pariah once the baby is born, but when he actually begins to have feelings for Iris, things get complicated.

Todd Lewis's fatherly fury was explosive enough to make steel girders tremble. How dare some tight-tipped schoolmarm call his little boy disruptive! Prepared to do battle with the formidable Elizabeth Gentry, he was jolted when brainy, beautiful Liz stormed his construction site with the passion of a she-cat defending her cub, and with womanly curves suggestive of very adult education.

Hotshot attorney Ashley D'Angelo had taken refuge at her grandmother's tranquil home after a terrible case made her reevaluate everything, even her successful career. Still, no matter what her sisters thought, the place wasn't magical. Ashley wouldn't succumb to any "Rose Cottage Curse" and wind up falling head over heels in love there!

After hearing her sisters speak of the emotional healing to be found at Rose Cottage, Jo D'Angelo takes a chance and returns to the beautiful home. Only she knows the cottage is where she once loved and lost Pete Catlett. She's stunned to find Pete back there, as well, dealing with worries about his young son. Can the romantic wonder of the cottage reunite these two souls
**Science Fiction**

**SFF ▲ Red rising**  
Brown, Pierce  ▀ LP-4458  
A tale set in a bleak future society torn by class divisions follows the experiences of secret revolutionary Darrow, who after witnessing his wife's execution by an oppressive government, joins a revolutionary cell and attempts to infiltrate an elite military academy.

**SUS ▲ The pocket wife**  
Crawford, Susan  ▀ LP-4454  
When her neighbor, Celia, is brutally murdered, Dana Catrell, who, the last person to see Celia alive, suffers from a debilitating mania, the byproduct of her bipolar disorder, must clear her name before she descends into madness.

**SUS ▲ Shark skin suite**  
Dorsey, Tim  ▀ LP-4425  
A darkly whimsical romp starring the Sunshine State's lovable psychotic killer finds Serge Storms taking work as a freelance fixer in the style of his favorite legal movies before coming to the aid of a former flame who is being targeted by greedy banksters.

**SUS ▲ Gone girl**  
Flynn, Gillian  ▀ LP-4453  
Marriage can be a real killer. On a warm summer morning in North Carthage, Missouri, it is Nick and Amy Dunne's fifth wedding anniversary. Presents are being wrapped and reservations are being made when Nick's clever and beautiful wife disappears from their rented McMansion on the Mississippi River.

**Suspense**

**SUS ▲ Be careful what you wish for**  
Archer, Jeffrey  ▀ LP-4439  
While Harry and Emma race to discover the fate of their son after a terrible car accident, Don Pedro Martinez plots to install a puppet chairman at the Barrington Shipping Company and Jessica's nuptials are sabotaged by a poisonous friend.

**SUS ▲ Cell**  
Cook, Robin  ▀ LP-4420  
Entering a profession on the brink of radical transformation by a new smartphone technology capable of diagnosing and treating patients, radiology resident George Wilson is horrified when his fiancé and several patients die after beta testing the technology.
Robert Ludlum's the Geneva strategy
Freveletti, Jamie   LP-4438
Jon Smith and the Covert-One team engage in a worldwide search to rescue several high-ranking government members, including one who possesses codes for reprogramming attack drones.

Cane and Abe
Grippando, James   LP-4426
Wrongfully implicated in the disappearance of his second wife, Miami prosecutor Abe Beckham is forced to consider his missing wife's accusations about his enduring love for his dead first wife.

The death trade
Higgins, Jack   LP-4441
When an eminent scientist makes a startling breakthrough in nuclear weapons research only to have the lives of his family threatened if he doesn't give his technology to the Iranian regime, Sean Dillon, Afghan war hero Sara Gideon and the rest of their team embark on a daring rescue mission that rapidly spins out of control.

Motive
Kellerman, Jonathan   LP-4436
The murders of a beloved girlfriend and a businessman's wife pose personal challenges for LAPD detective Milo Stirgis and psychologist Alex Delaware, who realize that the killer is playing a psychologically manipulative game with the police.

Innocence
Koontz, Dean R.   LP-4501
Foraging for supplies by night in a beautiful but hostile urban world where strangers would kill him on sight, Addison endures a solitary existence before meeting a quicksilver girl engaged in a dangerous duel of wits with a malicious, well-placed enemy.

The drop
Lehane, Dennis   LP-4499
This story follows a former criminal whose efforts to build a new life with his girlfriend and pit bull rescue puppy fall apart when he becomes mixed up in a robbery gone wrong.

Bones never lie
Reichs, Kathy   LP-4498
Unexpectedly called in to the Charlotte PD's Cold Case Unit, Dr. Temperance Brennan wonders why she's been asked to meet with a homicide cop who's a long way from his own jurisdiction. The shocking answer: Two child murders, separated by thousands of miles, have one thing in common, the killer.
When Riley Cowan finds her estranged husband Jeff dead in his palatial home, she's sure it's no coincidence. The police rule it a suicide, but Riley thinks someone's out for blood, specifically someone Jeff's father ripped off in one of the biggest financial fraud cases of all time.

Witnessing a robbery gone wrong that has caused the death of a pharmacy employee, Lucas Davenport's surgeon wife, Weather Karkinnen, is targeted by the thieves when they become fearful that she can identify them.

A woman leaves her happy family and home to reinvent herself as a completely different person, with no trace of her former self, working in a hip London ad agency, until a shocking revelation makes her face what she has done.

Jenny is a successful family doctor, the mother of three great teenagers, married to a celebrated neurosurgeon. But when her youngest child, fifteen-year-old Naomi, doesn't come home after her school play, Jenny's seemingly ideal life begins to crumble. The authorities launch a nationwide search with no success. Naomi has vanished and her family is broken. As the months pass, the worst-case scenarios, kidnapping, murder, seem less plausible. The trail has gone cold. Yet, for a desperate Jenny, the search has barely begun.

At an airport bar, Ted Severson meets Lily Kintner and soon they're sharing intimate details about themselves. Ted talks about his wife, Miranda, whom he's caught in a serious betrayal. Then the playful banter takes a turn when Ted says he'd like to kill his wife, and Lily says she'd like to help.

A new addition to the New York Times-bestselling Stone Barrington series. After an eventful trip to Bel-Air and a reunion with his sophisticated (and very wealthy) former love, Arrington Calder, Stone Barrington is back in New York, and he's looking to stay closer to home and cash in on his partnership at Woodman & Weld. But Arrington has other plans for Stone.
When a hedge fund billionaire hires Stone Barrington to talk some sense into his wayward son, it seems like an easy enough job; no one knows the hidden sins and temptations of the ultra-wealthy better than Stone. But as Stone and his erstwhile protégé, Herbie Fisher, probe deeper into the case, and an old one comes back to haunt him, he realizes that even he may have underestimated just how far some people will go to cover up their crimes.

Investigating a series of clever crimes targeting Manhattan's elite, Stone and Dino are drawn into the world of high-end security and fraud only to discover that the mastermind behind the incidents may have intimate ties to Stone.

A former spy whose career forced him to give up his infant daughter must come to her rescue years later when she is targeted by powerful international adversaries who would kill her for discovering volatile intelligence.

Tells the parallel stories of Daniel Burnham, the main architect of the 1893 Chicago World's Fair, and serial killer Henry H. Holmes, discussing the challenges Burnham faced in creating the hugely successful White City, and looking at how Holmes used the opportunities afforded by the fair to lure victims to their deaths.

Stranded in the rugged northern Rockies, a wagon train of settlers is viciously savaged by a group of merciless outlaws rampaging through the mountains. But when the villains cross the wrong man, nothing on earth will stop him from paying every one of them back, in blood.

Texan "Wild Bill" Longley has gunned down a dozen of his town's men in cold blood, ready to take over the job of sheriff. With his heart set on a beautiful young woman, he takes the whole town hostage until she agrees to marry him. That's when a cold-eyed stranger comes to town.
The MacCallister clan was raised on a harsh, unforgiving frontier, where courage and blood bonds mattered the most. While Falcon MacCallister followed his father's mountain man legacy, his brother and sister made their fame and fortune on the stages of New York and Europe. Now they're planning a family reunion. Andrew and Rosanna MacCallister are headed to Colorado to visit their kin, until they step into the crosshairs of a murderer's plan.

Orphaned at the age of seven and adopted by Indians, Jamie Ian MacCallister grew into a man more at ease in the wilderness than among men. But when the westward strike drove him across the Arkansas Territory into Texas, he finally found himself at home, in the middle of a bloody war.

Hired by a wealthy cattle baron, Falcon MacCallister sets out from San Francisco for the town of Laramie with a magnificent Arabian horse in tow, and rides into a storm of treachery and murder. Stalked by a vengeance-crazed Yuma prison escapee, Falcon is distracted by two beautiful women while another outlaw lays down a villainous trap.

Arriving in the lawless town of Hangtree, Sam Heller, a former Yankee soldier, and Johnny Cross, a gun for hire, find themselves on opposite sides of the law when the town's rich grazing land and mineral deposits cause an eruption of murderous violence.

It was a favor to a dead friend: Frank Morgan is shepherding a group of mail-order brides to a brawling Alaska boom town called Skagway. A bushwhacking, a storm-racked sea voyage, and an anything-but-friendly reception isn't enough to stop Morgan and his blushing brides. But a beautiful woman has a lucrative plot on her mind-in the wild, wild north where men are mad with greed and loneliness.
Torture town
Johnstone, William W. LP-4506
In the town of Thirty-Four Corners, Colorado, Matt Jensen rides into a savage blood feud. Thirty years ago two friends came West and built a thriving cattle business. Now, their families have become kill-crazy enemies and the town is awash in a frenzy of killing. Add in hired gunmen on both sides of the fight, and two lovers crossing the dividing line, and the terror will never end.

Winter kill
Johnstone, William W. LP-4478
It was a favor to a dead friend: Frank Morgan is shepherding a group of mail-order brides to a brawling Alaska boomtown called Skagway. A bushwhacking, a storm-racked sea voyage, and an anything-but-friendly reception isn't enough to stop Morgan and his blushing brides.
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